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Mathematics 

Number – sequences and estimation 

Addition and Subtraction – number pairs to 100, 

standard written method 

Measures – change and money notation 

Fractions – finding fractions of amounts, fraction 

pairs, solving a range of fraction problems 

Knights of the Times Tables – fortnightly times 

tables test 

 

 

 

 

 

English 

Noah Barleywater 

 

Reading Comprehension Skills 

Making predictions about the text 

Writing in role 

Writing in the style of the author 

Narratives 

Punctuation (dialogue)  

Extending use of vocabulary – description, 

settings, character’s mood and feelings  

Use of paragraphs 

Use of conjunctions 

Proof-reading and editing out work 

 

No Nonsense Spelling words 

 
 

  
 

 

 

 

PSHE/SMSC 

Jigsaw: 

Making healthy choices, keeping 

ourselves and others safe, know 

how to be a good friend and enjoy 

healthy friendships, know how to 

keep calm and deal with difficult 

situations 
 

R-Time - Activities for creating 

effective relationships 

 

 

 

Science 

 

Switched On: How does your garden grow?  

As Scientists, we will identify and describe the functions of 

different parts of a flowering plant: roots, stem, leaves and 

flowers.  We will explore the part flowers play in the life 

cycle of flowering plants, including pollination, seed formation 

and seed disposal.  Our school trip is to the Botanical 

Gardens. 

Religious Education 

Journeys and Pilgrimages, Bible stories 

 

 

 

PE 

Real PE – new 

exciting scheme 

Tennis  

 

Music 

Morning of Music and cornet lessons 

 

Computing and Online Safety 

As Information Technologists, we will work with Scratch 

projects and explain how scripts work, recognising 

common types of programming errors. We will learn how 

to use email and video conferencing safely. 
 

 

            History 

The Greeks (Gods and Mortals) 

To understand life in Ancient Greece, how 

democracy in Athens worked, why the Spartans 

were so tough, the Persian wars and what caused 

them, learning about life and achievements and 

their influence on the Western world.  We will be 

looking at mythical creatures and legendary heroes. 

DT 

As Food Technologists, we will 

design, make and evaluate a high 

nutrition energy bar. 

 

Japanese 

 


